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ANATOMY OF A LAUNCH
IN 2020 + BEYOND
BEHIND THE SCENES OF MY LATEST LAUNCH
JILL COLEMAN, @JILLFIT
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OVERVIEW – ONLINE SALES FOR PERSONAL BRANDS
• The online sales space is changing, and rapidly
• Conversation Marketing
• Our customers are demanding access before the sale (and they should)
• Client-to-coach matching system more specific than ever

• Traditional seller/buyer relationship
• Transparency Marketing

• Importance of non-scalable action
• We have an attention problem, a visibility problem
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STEP 1: BUILD TRUST
• This will take years – it’s what I’ve been doing since 2010
• In my experience, this part of the process takes 18 months or longer*

• Ways to build trust:
• The Pratfall Effect – authority + connection (competency + relatedness)
• The 3 S’s of Content Creation – never ends
• Consistency
• Be an actual real expert
• Transparency Marketing – are you including your potential clients in the conversation?
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STEP 2: KNOW YOUR NICHE + PROVIDE THE RIGHT OFFER
• You have to know your ideal client inside and out
• Map out the Before/Bridge/After clearly

• Niche + Pitch Exercise:
Ideal client:
who you work with

Who you do
NOT work with

What transformation
are you the absolute
BEST at facilitating?

What are you
NOT the best at,
and would refer
out to?
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STEP 2: KNOW YOUR NICHE + PROVIDE THE RIGHT OFFER
• You want to sell Q1 on Q3
• For our purposes, I’m going to share
the insights from my latest launch for
FBA
• Here’s how I came to create it…

Ideal client:
who you work with

Who you do
NOT work with

What transformation
are you the absolute
BEST at facilitating?

What are you
NOT the best at,
and would refer
out to?
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OVERVIEW – FITNESS BUSINESS ACCELERATOR (FBA)
• The program: a 6-month accelerated online business-building program for beginners
to online business
• For personal trainers, health coaches, practitioners, nutrition consultants, etc.

• I created this program because I saw a HUGE need in the market
• Took the place of my signature business program, Best of You
• More accountability, more face time, more customized strategy, better outcomes
• Higher price point ($2k-2400) versus $1k
• 8 hours a month of my time
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STEP 3: MARKETING MESSAGES
• Utilize Contrast Marketing – Pro and Anti messages
• Take your program through The Marketing Matrix
• Villianize the opposite

• For FBA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other programs aren’t for beginners
Other programs aren’t tactical
Other programs are DIY/too robust/overwhelming
Investment as a value system
Other programs provide zero accountability
In 2019, FBA had an 80%+ retention rate!

• Testimonials and case studies – I paid for these!
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STEP 4: LEAD GENERATION
• What tangential freebie can you offer?
• Must include:
• Low barrier to entry – no risk
• Get them quick wins – gain momentum
• Experiential – what it’s like to work with you
• Should deliver more value than other people’s paid stuff

• Normally ~5-8% of these warm leads with convert
• Do the math: If you want to sell 100 units of something, you need around 2000 leads
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STEP 4: LEAD GENERATION
• Freebie: 14-day #ReadyFireAim business-building course
• 1200 subscribers*
• Closed FB group for accountability
• 4 HW assignments
• My jobs were to:
• 1) Keep them engaged and taking action/lowering the barrier to entry
• 2) Getting some wins/momentum so that they felt like maybe they could…
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STEP 4: LEAD GENERATION
• Transparency Marketing
• Tell them the sale is coming - when?
• Position it as a service – your excitement + tell them how much more there is to learn
• Did not reveal the investment, but have mentioned it’s going to be significant and that’s by design
• $2k up front OR $2400 financing

• Familiarity breeds trust – the more they see it/hear about it, the more fear turns into
anticipation
• Share exact day/time the invite is going out
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STEP 5: LAUNCH SCHEDULE + EXPIRING BONUSES
• Members of the lead magnet get early/discounted access
• 7 days – be clear on when it expires

• Fast-action bonus
• First 24 hours – raffle drawing + bonus everyone gets
• Explain WHY you appreciate early action

• The only people who had the link were those enrolled in #ReadyFireAim or anyone I spoke to
in the DMs (Shadow social media)
• I launched mainly via email broadcasts and 1:1 conversations
• I also held a live business event - #BossUp over the weekend of open cart! Social proof, etc.
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STEP 6: LAUNCH
• Day before the launch opened – Announcement post about the bonuses
• Day 1 – Email announcing cart open _ giveaway 24 hours starts (9am PST)
• Day 2 – Email at 6am – 3 hours left to get in giveaway
• 28 sales in first 24 hours (12 in the first hour!)

• Social proof – 90% of early purchasers I spoke to in the DMs and screen shot the convo
• This is called “The Marketing around the Marketing”
• I’m sharing what’s going on in the launch without sending people to a link directly
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STEP 6: LAUNCH
Emails:
• Day 3: Email with an insight/tool
• Day 4: Piece of the program (recorded call from this year’s FBA group)
• Day 5: Open up you calendar for next 2 days – Subject line: “Can you chat, {first name}?”
• Day 6: Show how they make their investment back or how I can guarantee success,
testimonials, piece of the program (recording)
• Day 7: 2 emails – 1) Exact results + testimonials, 2) “In or out, name?” - Now you have a choice
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STEP 6: LAUNCH
Meanwhile on social media:
• Social proof, reposting as people message me that they’re in
• Asked on stories if people would like to get a link to a recorded call to see what it’s like to coach
with me (juicy, mindset chat) – messaged everyone who said yes:
• “Here’s the link, and also FBA is open for enrollment this week if you are in the marketing for a business
coach in 2020 – let me know if you’d like details!”

• I was posting business content the whole time – it should have felt related and ubiquitous
• Content strategy was to overcome objections within my posts

• Did the laptop giveaway live on stories, buying the laptop, etc.
• Talking around the program
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STEP 6: LAUNCH
Sales calls – mostly for those who were on the fence, needed reassurance that it was the right
thing for them, and for what they wanted to create
• Ended up getting on the phone with 17 people
• 6 people purchased FBA full program
• 10 people purchased a downsell that I have not advertised yet
• 1 person declined completely
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OUTCOMES
• 27 people paid in full
• 19 people financed
• 10 people enrolled in the $500 down-sell
• = $102,100 total

• At 8 hours a month, for 6 months = 48 hours of time = $2127/hr
• Leads into FBA Live, my monthly continuity program after 6 months is over
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TAKE-AWAYS
• The trust I’ve built over years paid off
• Testimonials and case studies were of vital importance
• Almost everyone had personal conversations with me ahead of the sale
• I had to generate a LOT of conversations before/throughout the launch
• Phone calls convert – remember, people NEED to feel safe investing, they have a bunch of shit that
hasn’t worked in the past, they don’t trust themselves, they don’t trust you*
• Early action bonuses were HUGE!
• Financing option was key – I was willing to offer refunds without explanation in the first month if
they hated it
• Abundance mindset and transparency start to finish
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INTRODUCING THE MASTERMIND COACHING COLLECTIVE
• You’re an intermediate to advanced online coach or business owner
• You’ve been in the business working online for a minimum of 1-2 years
• You’re generating money online
• You want:
• Strategy with me (1:1)
• Accountability and support of a group
• You bring something special that you’ve mastered in your own business/”Collective”
• Access to all the latest and greatest in strategy – we are a SUPER high-action group
• Travel and connection!
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INTRODUCING THE MASTERMIND COACHING COLLECTIVE
jillfitmastermind.com
• I literally have 6 spots available for 2020 – that’s not false urgency, 95% of 2019 group is
staying on for 2020 and I’m capping it at 30 people total
• If you think it might be for you and you want to level everything up in 2020, apply and I’ll
reach out for a chat if I think we’ll be a good fit

• QUESTIONS?
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